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$R=\{r_{1}, r_{2}, \ldots, r_{n}\}$
$t$ $r\in R$ $x_{r}(t)\in \mathbb{R}^{2}$
$t$ $C(t)=$
$\{x_{r_{1}}(t), x_{r_{2}}(t), \ldots, x_{r_{n}}(t)\}$ $\mathbb{R}^{2}$ $n$
$B\in \mathcal{L}_{n}$ $0$ $(0,0)$








Look $C(t)$ $B$ $Z(C(t), B)$
$Z$ $Z(x_{r}(t))=0$
$X,$ $Y\in$
$Z(X, Y)=(Z(X), Z(Y))$ $Z(X)$
$Z$ $X$
Compute $Z(C(t), B)$ $\psi$
$b=Z^{-1}o\psi oZ(C(t), B)$
$\psi$
Move $b$ $l \in[\min\{\epsilon, d\}, d]$
$d=d(x_{r}(t), b)$ $\epsilon$ $t,$ $r$















$Z$ $\psi oZ(A, B)=Z\circ\psi(A, B)$ .
$M_{A,B}(a_{i})=b_{i}(i=1,2, \ldots, n)$





$A,$ $B\in \mathcal{L}_{n}$ $A$ $B$
$\mathcal{U}(A, B)$ $M\in \mathcal{U}(A, B)$
$M$ $d(M)$






1 ). $d(M)$ $M\in \mathcal{U}(A, B)$
$(a, b),$ $(a’, b’)\in M$ $a,$ $a’,$ $b’,$ $b$





$G=(V, E),$ $V=(A, B),$ $E= \bigcup_{M\in\lambda 4(A,B)}M$
$G$
1. $G$ $e=(a, b),$ $e’=(a’, b’)$
2
$1A$ $B$ $(a, b)\in A\cross B$ (
$\check$
)
$M$ : $Aarrow B$ $M(a_{i})=b_{i}(i=$
$1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $n)$ $M=\{(a_{i}, b_{i}):i=1,2, \ldots, n\}$
1:
$\wedge$ $\swarrow//(\rangle$
separate adjacent fold parallel
2: $G$
$\bullet$ (separate) $\overline{ab}\cap\overline{a’b’}=\emptyset$ .
$\bullet$ (fold) $a,$ $a’,$ $b,$ $b’$ $e$
$e’$ 1
$\bullet$ (adjacent) $e$ $e’$ 1
(fold)
$\bullet$ (parallel) $a,$ $a’,$ $b,$ $b’$
Proof. 2
$J^{\backslash },A$
$\neq$ 3 $M,$ $M’\in \mathcal{M}(A, B),$ $e\in M$ ,
e’\in M’$ $e$ $e’$
$\bullet$ Case 1. $M=M’$ .
-(cross) ab $\overline{a’b’}$ $P$
$-$ (opposite-direction) $a,$ $b’,$ $b,$ $a’$
-(include) $a,$ $a’,$ $b’,$ $b$
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$\cross$ $’\rangle \text{ ^{}\prime}$ $\int_{\backslash }^{\prime\backslash }$ $\nearrow^{\swarrow^{\nearrow}}$
cross opposite-direction





$M\cap M’$ ). Case 2. $M\neq M’$ . $d(W)+d(W’)=d(W\oplus W’)+2d(W\cap$
$W’)<d(M\oplus M’)+2d(M\cap M’)=d(M)+$
$-$ (cross) ab $\overline{a’b’}$ $p$
$d(M’)$ . $M,$ $M’\in \mathcal{M}(A, B)$
$-$ (colinear-and-intersect) $a,$ $b,$ $a’,$ $b’$ $d(M)=d(M’)$ $d(W)<$
$\overline{ab}$ $\overline{a’7}\neq\emptyset$ . $d(M)$ $d(W’)<d(M)$ .
$M\in \mathcal{M}(A, B)$
$\tilde{e}=(a, b’),\tilde{e}’=(a’, b)$
$-$ (colinear-and-intersect) $M\oplus M’$
$\bullet$ Case 1 $M=M’W=M\backslash \{e, e’\}\cup\{\tilde{e},\tilde{e}’\}$ Case
$W\in \mathcal{U}(A, B)$ 1
-(cross) $d(a, b’)$ $+$ 2 (cross) (opposite-
$d(a’, b)<d(a,p)+d(p, b)+d(a’,p)+$ direction)
$d(p, b’)=d(a, b)+d(a’, b’)$ .
$d(W)=d(M\backslash \{e, e’\}\cup\{\tilde{e},\tilde{e}’\})=$
$d(M)-\{d(a, b)+d(a’, b’)\}+\{d(a, b’)+$
$d(a’, b)\}<d(M)$ . $M\in \mathcal{M}(A, B)$ 1 $G$
$D(G)$ $G$ $a_{1}b_{1}\ldots a_{m}b_{m}$
$-$ (opposite-direction) (cross) $i\in\{1,2, \ldots, m-1\}$
$a_{i+1}\in\overline{a_{i}b_{i}}$
$\grave$ $b_{i}\in\overline{a_{i+1}b_{i+1}}$ folded-path
-(include) $M\in\lambda 4(A, B)$
( 4 ). 1 folded-path
maximal folded-. Case 2. $M\neq M’$ . ppath $D(G)$ $G$ maximal folded-path
$aPb$ $\overline{ab}$
$-$ (cross) $C=(M\oplus M’)\backslash \{e, e’\}\cup\{\tilde{e},\tilde{e}’\}$ $D(G)$ 2
$C$
$D(G)$ ( 5 ).
(cross) $d(C)<d(M\oplus$ $aPb$ ( 2
$M’)$ $W,$ $W’\in$ ) $D(G)$







$\psi(A, B)=\{\begin{array}{l}o if " a\in A s.t. a\in\overline{ob}b otherwise\end{array}$
where $b=M_{A,B}(0)$ .
5: $G$ $D(G)$
$G$ $G_{i}$ $=$ $(V_{i}, E_{i}),$ $V_{i}$ $=$
$(A_{i}, B_{i})$
elementary
2. $G_{i}$ bipartite elementary.
3. $D(G_{i})$ plane bipartite elementary.
1. $[3J$ Elementary bipartite gmph 2






clockwise matching CWM$(A_{i}, B_{i})$
$G$ clockwise matching CWM$(A, B)=$
$\bigcup_{i}$ CWM$(A_{i},$ $B$
CWM$(A, B)$ $M_{A,B}$
$M_{A,B}=\{\begin{array}{ll}\emptyset if A=B=\emptysetEUCWM (A\backslash A’, B\backslash B’) otherwise\end{array}$
where $E=$ CWM$(A, B),$ $(A’, B’)=V(E)$ .
$E\subseteq A\cross B$
$M_{A,B}$ $\psi$
3. $M_{A,B}\in \mathcal{M}(A, B)$ .
4. $M_{A,B}$
5. $A,$ $B\in \mathcal{L}_{n}$ $\psi$ $A$ $B$
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$V(E)=(X, Y)$ .
where $X=\{a|(a, b)\in E\},$ $Y=\{b|(a, b)\in E\}$
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